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Winning on a Losing Economy
Report on a web survey experiment testing economic message frameworks

The economy is in trouble and voters have lost trust in the Democrats and the president on handling the economy and on addressing spending and the deficits. That leaves the President just
barely ahead of Romney and Congressional Democrats just barely behind the Republicans. But
this special web survey and experimental exercise produces a powerful economic message
framework for the President and also one for Democrats. These messages significantly shift
which party voters can trust to address the economy and spending, which party is on your side
and will bring the right kind of change, and shifts perceptions of the President on key attributes.
The right framework shifts the vote for Congress and even more important, the vote for president
in favor of the Democrats.1 Progressives are not powerless in the face of this troubled economy.
This is the last research phase of this year’s Economy Project that has concluded progressives
must address the real economy rather than the recovery from the crisis; they must focus on future
plans and policy choices, rather than try to get voters to reward them for past performance. The
research pointed to four key elements of the real economy that must become part of a Democratic economic framework, including –
1.
2.
3.
4.

The struggle of the middle class for survival
The lost focus on creating American jobs
The weight of public and private debt
The nexus of Washington and Wall Street that keeps government from acting on behalf
of the middle class

The frameworks tested here incorporated that learning, which will enable them to dominate the
conservatives and Republicans for the first time in this work.

1

Based an experimental web survey of 2000 likely 2012 voters conducted by Greenberg Quinlan Rosner for Democracy Corps July 8-11, 2011. Unless otherwise noted, margin of error= +/- 2.2 percentage points at 95% C.I.
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Economic Starting Point
The June national survey was ugly, with voters turning away from the House Republicans and
the President. With deeply disappointing monthly job numbers and partisan war in Washington,
Democrats lost ground on handling the economy and spending and deficits.2


On which party is best on the economy, Democrats now trail Republicans by a 9-points on this
all-important measure.



On which party is best to handle spending and deficits, the Democrats have lost ground and now
trail the Republicans by 17 points.

That has left the President with just a 2-point lead over Romney. While the image of the House
Republicans fell below Democrats for the first time, in the race for Congress, Democrats still
trail Republicans by 3 points. At every level, 2012 is electorally competitive and may be volatile.
In this climate, the Republican message framework centered on spending and deficits, the failed
recovery and continued spending and tax cuts is quite powerful, though not stronger than the
Democrats’ strongest messages. And while Democratic messages leave voters with diverse
takeaways, the Republican message could not be clearer: taxes, spending and government.

Open-end takeaway: spending, taxes and government
After hearing the Republican arguments about the economy, what stands out in your own mind?

2

Based on a national survey of 1000 likely 2012 voters conducted by Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research for Democracy Corps June 18-21, 2011. Margin of error +/- 3.1 percentage points at 95% C.I.
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To test presidential and Democratic messages against the Republican framework, we constructed
this web survey with respondents organized into five experimental groups, with 400 interviews
each. Each group heard the same Republican message framework (with two distinct messages in
fixed order, closing with the Republican take on the policy choice ahead). Each group heard one
of five Democratic economic message frameworks (with two distinct messages in fixed order,
closing with the Democratic take on policy choice ahead). The Democratic policy choice was
the same in each of the experimental groups.
After seeing these blocs of messages, respondents in each experimental group was asked which
party was better on the economy and related issues. They were asked about Obama’s qualities as
president. And they were asked about voting for Congress and for president.3
What this experiment shows is the opportunity of Democrats to fundamentally shift this starting
point with the right economic frameworks.
Presidential Economic Framework: End blame game, 1st term, getting back from economic crisis; 2nd term, changing real economy
All of the earlier phases of the Economy Project show that Americans feel smashed by this economy; it is not surprising that this experiment underscores the futility of starting with the case for
economic progress. But this research provides an alternative that interprets and contains the past,
while providing a message centered on the future.
All these elements gained some traction in the earlier research but come together here.


It rejects the battle over who is to blame for the economic crisis as old politics (half the
country blames Obama and half Bush, but that will not create any jobs).



At no point does it say we are making progress or moving in the right direction, but instead says we have immense economic problems that will take years to solve. It makes
the turn to the future.



It makes the crisis and recovery the work of the first term and it makes the task of changing the economy the work of the second. The message describes the crisis Obama faced
coming to office and acknowledges he had to do unpopular things. It confines the crisis to
the first term – 4 years to get back to a place where people can breathe.



The work now and for the next four years is centered on the real economy and changing
it—new American jobs, raising incomes, cutting spending and the deficit and getting the
wealthy to contribute. By putting the crisis into the first term, Obama is freed to
acknowledge the pain of the real economy and make it his passion.



The economic message framework concludes with a sharp policy contrast – the same
choice that will appear in each Democratic message.

3

Each group of 400 interviews was controlled for likely voter demographics, party identification, and certain thermometer ratings to make sure each experimental bloc of interviews was comparable politically and demographically
to ensure that differences at the conclusion of the experiment were produced by the message exercise.
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In the last phase focus groups, voters readily conceded that the President inherited a mess, and
this research shows voters are quite responsive to an educative president who puts that history in
context, as one explains the work of the first term. Without saying things are going well, voters
are prepared to hear that it got us back to a point where we can breathe.
But containing that as the work for the first term allows the president to make changing the real
economy the work of the 2nd. That shows that he gets what is really going on in the country.
This framework is very effective for the president and is a plausible framework for many progressives.

No blame game on economy; crisis first term and
economic change in 2nd – gets very high marks
Please imagine that a Democratic leader in Congress made the following statements about the economy. After reading each
statement, are you much more likely to support this Democratic leader, somewhat more likely, just a little more likely, no more
likely or less likely to support them?

Split G
Crisis 1st Term; Change 2ND

Blame Game

Half the country blames
George Bush for the state of
the economy and the other
half blames Barack Obama.
But that blame game will not
help create new jobs. We
face immense economic
problems that will take years
to solve. We need to start
working together to reduce
spending and the deficit and
ask the richest to pay their
fair share of taxes. We need
to support education,
innovation and new
American industries.

48

26

When Obama took office,
the deficit was surging,
homes and stocks lost value
and we were losing 750,000
jobs a month. The auto
industry went bankrupt. Not
everything Obama did was
popular, and it has taken 4
years to get back to a place
where people can breathe,
but barely. Now, the
economic focus has to be on
changing our economy - on
getting new American jobs,
raising working and middle
class incomes, cutting
wasteful spending and
getting the deficit down,
while asking the wealthiest
to contribute.

46

22

Policy Choice
We have to make the right
choices for America.
Republicans now oppose
any tax increase on those
fortunate enough to earn
over 250,000 dollars a year
and oppose eliminating any
tax breaks for oil companies
or Wall Street. Their plan
ends Medicare. The
Democrats offer a different
direction. We must get to a
balanced budget by asking
more of millionaires,
abolishing wasteful
programs and special
interest tax breaks. We
must increase our
investments in education,
technology and American
industry.

49

25

By contrast, the current economic framework advanced by the president that makes the case for
recovery and progress and the need for America to compete globally does not fare so well.
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Progress-America compete gets low marks
Please imagine that a Democratic leader in Congress made the following statements about the economy. After reading each
statement, are you much more likely to support this Democratic leader, somewhat more likely, just a little more likely, no more
likely or less likely to support them?

Split C
Progress
We made hard choices to
get the economy back on
track. The Recovery Act
saved 3.6 million jobs; 110
million working families
received a tax cut; small
businesses received loans
to stay afloat; and
infrastructure projects
jumpstarted industry and
job growth. Times are still
very tough, but we don't
want to go back to where
we were before. That
means moving forward with
hard economic reforms and
investing in 21st century
jobs and education so we
can compete and win in the
global economy of the
future.

Policy Choice

Compete

31

12

America is the greatest
nation in the world, but the
Chinese and Indians are
pouring everything into
education and building
modern economies. Our
mission has to be creating
American jobs and
restoring our middle class,
but that means outinnovating them and
winning in the global
economy. We need to cut
our debt while also making
critical investments in
education, research, and
technology. That's the way
America wins the future.

We have to make the right
choices for America.
Republicans now oppose
any tax increase on those
fortunate enough to earn
over 250,000 dollars a year
and oppose eliminating any
tax breaks for oil companies
or Wall Street. Their plan
ends Medicare. The
Democrats offer a different
direction. We must get to a
balanced budget by asking
more of millionaires,
abolishing wasteful
programs and special
interest tax breaks. We
must increase our
investments in education,
technology and American
industry.

37

15

43

26

The table below shows the dramatic differences for the respondents that see these two distinct
economic frameworks. The Progress-Compete messages leave the Democrats 10 points down on
the economy and 6 points behind in the race for Congress, but the 1st-term/2nd term message gets
both of those up to parity.
Message comparison:
Progress-Compete vs. Blame Game/ Crisis 1st term, Change 2nd
Progress

Blame game

Compete

Crisis 1st/Change 2nd

40 to 37 percent

41 to 35 percent

+3

+6

Hopeful vision

+3

+8

Strong leader

-9

-1

On your side

-5

-2

Trust to make right choices

-14

-6

PRESIDENTIAL VOTE
Obama v. Romney
Presidential vote margin
OBAMA TRAITS
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Progress

Blame game

Compete

Crisis 1st/Change 2nd

40 to 46 percent

42 to 41 percent

-6

+1

Economy

-10

0

Right approach to spending/deficit

-15

-9

On your side

+1

+8

Shares your values

-6

+2

CONGRESSIONAL VOTE
Democrat v. Republican
Congressional vote margin
DEMOCRATS BETTER ON:

The Democrats’ Best Economic Framework: Change Washington for the middle class
It is not at all surprising that the strongest economic framework puts the middle class at the center. For Americans, the middle class is at the heart of the main critique of what has happened
and the main aspiration for the future and America.
This framework became ascendant, however, only after hearing that Democrats were determined
to change Washington – the nexus of lobbyists and money that means government catered to the
irresponsible, not those who played by the rules. Our earlier work showed that unreconstructed
government is out of touch with the real world of voters and not able to bring economic change.
Reforming government is essential to making the economy work for the middle class again.
So this economic message framework begins with changing Washington. That is followed by a
narrative around the middle class, underscoring the real mission of this framework. And it concludes with the policy choices ahead facing the country.
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After seeing this framework, the participants had but one takeaway – ‘Middle class’ – giving a
level of focus that previously only Republicans achieved.
The change Washington to help the middle class framework produces the biggest margin in the
presidential race (a 14-point shift from the June national margin) and a comparable 4-point shift
in the congressional margin.
Voters who heard these two top frameworks – the presidential no blame game; 1st term crisis/2nd
term change and the Democratic change Washington for the middle class – were the most likely
to say that the Democrats would improve the economy, build up the middle class, bring the right
kind of change, and be on your side – the latter are the two most impactful in the regression
model. Getting into the right economic framework has the ability to shift the probabilities in these toss-up and volatile elections.
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